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Krieges-Gott Mars, or, In the footsteps of his master
Heinsius, sing the praises of Bacchus; but of any real
conception of what a later age was to call Hellenism
there is nothing. Moreover, in his attitude to the
antique, he merely struts a daw in Dutch feathers.
It is not easy for us to interest ourselves in the
Jupiters and Venuses, who stud so familiarly and with
so promiscuous a blending of ancient and Christian
morals, the dusty alexandrine verse of the seventeenth
century; and we cannot but smile at a zealous
linguistic purist like Zesen, who tried to acclimatize
the gods of Greece by Germanizing their names.
When Mars and Vulcan masquerade as " Heldreich "
and " Gluhtfang ", Juno and Venus as " Himmelinne "
and " Lachmund", it seems like some grotesque
carnival jest. The gods of Greece who were sub-
jected to such indignities had certainly not entered
the German soul. Still, if we are to understand the
spiritual evolution that was to culminate in the
eighteenth century, we must learn to focus our eyes
to this old baroque poetry.1 Once we grasp what its
criteria of beauty were—and in all epochs it is not
what we moderns regard as beauty that counts, but
what the age itself regarded as such—it will be found
to be by no means devoid of charm. There is
fascination in the songs of Kaspar Stieler's Geharnschte
Venus., although the deity herself is hardly visible
through the veils; her name being, indeed, little more
than a catchpenny title.
There is no real understanding, then, in the exotic
and artificial movement of the baroque, for the beauty
and humanity for which Greece and the Olympian
guardians of Greek beauty stood. It is not until
we reach the eighteenth century that I am tempted
to linger; for it was that century which first made
Hellenism a living factor in the spiritual evolution
of Europe, My friend Mr Montgomery, in his little
1 Cp. the recent enlightening work of a young Viennese scholar, Herbert
Cysarz, Deutsche IbarQckdicUung* Leipzig, 1924.

